
AT FOREST, 
OUR MISSION IS TO CREATE 
STREAMLINED, INNOVATIVE
AND IMAGINATIVE  
TREATMENT ROOMS. 
OUR SOLUTIONS PRIORITIZE  
THE HAPPINESS  
AND COMFORT  
OF PATIENT, STAFF 
AND DENTIST. 
WE ALWAYS LOOK FOR  
A BETTER WAY TO DO THINGS, 
EVEN IF IT MEANS BREAKING INDUSTRY NORMS. 
WE DELIVER CHOICES,  
COLORS AND EVERY DETAIL  
DONE JUST RIGHT.
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We are very proud of our 7000 Rear Mount, Side Delivery Series because we believe when compared feature for feature with any other manufac-
turer, it is the highest quality delivery system made in North America.  Once you realize the benefits of the Rear Mount, Side Delivery concept 
relative to chair-mounted deliveries, you will quickly see why Forest’s 7000 Delivery System is rapidly increasing  in popularity.

Forest Dental 7000 Series



Lifetime Warranty

Handpiece Lockouts Fine Hardware Metal Plugs

Easy Access Level Foundation

Historical Perspective: The handpiece tubing limitations that originally inspired the design of chair-mounted delivery systems have been vir-
tually eliminated. Handpiece lubricant used to cause tubing to stiffen over time, creating an irritating torque on the back of the handpiece. This 
problem could only be mitigated by keeping the tubing between the back of the handpiece and the control head as straight as possible. As a result, 
the control head was positioned over the patient, close to the mouth, when using a chair mounted whip arm system or beside the patient with 
either a chair or wall mounted delivery.  Because tubing no longer hardens in reaction to lubricants and swivels eliminate the remaining torque, 
handpieces can now effortlessly come from beside the patient’s head in what is called a Rear Mount, Side Delivery. We strongly feel that our Forest 
7000 Series is, feature for feature, the best available on the market today.

Key Reasons Behind the Growing Popularity 
of Rear Mount, Side Deliveries

The 7000 is Our Fastest Growing Delivery Concept Because of Three Key Reasons:  
1.Efficient.Handpieces, vacuum devices and consumables are more accessible regardless of where you’re positioned around the chair. Dentists 
new to the Rear Mount, Side Delivery concept appreciate the efficiency of not having to reposition a chair-mounted control for patient entry and 
exit or as they move around the mouth. To meet individual styles of instrument and material management, the Forest 7000 can be ordered with 
up to four cassette/tub holders, three storage organizer bins and a monitor mount. Unique to the 7000 are handpiece lock-outs, making it the only 
control on the market that allows a burr change while another handpiece is in use—the key feature enabling true four-handed dentistry. 

2. Cost Effective.Because the 7000 has one mount and one set of plumbing, it costs less to install than a chair-mounted handpiece delivery with 
assistant’s work surface, which requires two mounts and plumbing locations.

3. Patient Experience.By eliminating the cluttered “Christmas tree” effect of over-the-patient controls, the 7000 looks less overwhelming, which 
in turn creates a more patient-friendly environment.  



INTRODUCING THE
7020 PRO SERIES.
NO MATTER HOW YOU SPIN IT,  IT’S ALL
ABOUT REAR-MOUNT SIDE DELIVERY.



“The ergonomics of the rear-mount side-delivery system are 
especially important because improper sitting and reaching is what 
shortens our careers. With this system, you’re sitting in the proper 
position at 11 o’clock, bent from the hip, and you don’t have to take 
your eyes away from the patient or reach. Everything is where it 
needs to be at all times.”

- Brad Boeke, DDS





CONSIDER THE SPINE



DENTISTRY IS DESIGN CENTRIC.
THE 7020 PRO SERIES EMBRACES 
ERGONOMICS AND BEAUTY...







WHY FOREST?



We are very proud to introduce you to our 7020 PRO series side-delivery systems. Compare 
them with any delivery system—at any price—from any North American manufacturer. 
You’ll easily  discover why the 7020 PRO series offers you the highest quality product avail-
able today. 

The Proof

Comfort, efficiency and durability can be seen—and felt—in every detail done just right.  
An investment in Forest means:

•  More metal, less plastic for a long, stain-free life 
•  Aluminum chassis and all-metal parts under the hood with life-time warranty 
•  Four mounting options to best fit your treatment room layout



EVERY DETAIL
DONE RIGHT.





7020 PRO SERIES  
TOP DOWN FEATURES
Many little things done well. It’s all in the details more metal and less plastic for a long beautiful life.

1. Upper Shelf
• Procedure Shelf in 3/16” rust-free aluminum 10 x 32”
• Close to work surface for less reach
• Aluminum radius-ed 3/16” rail support tubs
• Secondary work surface at bottom of shelf

2. Shelf Tower
• 1” round aluminum stock
• Optional tray holders for additional work surface
• Optional monitor mount

3. Bin Rack & Bins
• 3/16” aluminum plate bin rack
• ABS molded plastic bins
• Customizable dividers and shelves
• Brush-anodized aluminum bin lids  

with quick-release stainless steel spring latch

4. Work Surface
• Choice of Corian® solid surfaces
• Large work surface, finished size 480sq.” (16.5” X 30”)
• Large aluminum reinforcing plate
• Balanced with 60lb air-spring
• Rounded corners for easy pass-by

5. Chassis
• Life-time warranty
• Aluminum construction
• Large capacity for ancillary options  

(full 492 sq inches of usable space)
• Powder coat paint or electroless nickel plating on all surfaces
• 4 TIG-welded gusseted corners

6. Key-board tray
• Movable left to right
• Stores under control head
• Structural billet aluminum arm
• Aluminum construction

7. Control
• Life-time warranty on all metal parts
• No water in master control block  

for long trouble-free life
• Standard hp lock-outs accommodating  

4-handed dentistry  
(allows burr removal with another hp in use)

• Very fine water coolant adjustment
• Tool kit for functionality adjustments
• Room for ancillaries including electric hp,  

Piezo & magneto strictive scalar, hp light source

8. Burr-Buddy
• Extra work surface for mirror, explorer

9. Chair Control Touchpad (Optional)
• Mounted in middle of hp holder bar



DRESSED UP



DRESSED DOWN



MAKE IT SIMPLE





MOUNT IT



Beneath Counter Mount
The very popular beneath counter mount is anchored by a half-inch steel plate that can be integrated into your custom-made rear cabinet, 
or as part of a Modular & Custom Cabinetry rear cabinet (PFR8144), which includes the steel plate pre-installed. 



Wall Mount
The wall mount is often used with an upper cabinet module for the storage of tubs and cassettes.  The 7020 can replace the lower cabinet 
because it contains the industry’s largest storage space “under the hood” for ancillaries that would otherwise be installed in cabinetry. 
The money saved by eliminating the lower cabinet goes a long way toward purchasing other practice-enhancing items and is an excellent 
solution for shorter treatment rooms.  



The under cabinet mount will free up space for a drawer or nitrous mount by moving the mount underneath the cabinet.  Designed to be 
compatible with all big-brand rear cabinets, the 7020 under cabinet mount is an excellent alternative to their delivery systems.

Under Cabinet Mount



OR PUT IT ON A CART



Cart Mount
The cart mount can be ordered with your desired length of umbilical, allowing for a greater range of movement left to right.



TIME TO PLAY
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The 3900 Plush upholstery is designed with features ideal for any practice. Wide at the elbow and tapering in directly at the shoulder, 
the chair’s backrest allows for close access to the patient while accommodating people of all sizes. Patients will enjoy the comfort of 
ample lumbar support, high-quality foam and standard glove-soft Ultraleather™ upholstery.

Forest 3900 Plush

Aluminum Back Thin Back Sleek Design



The Memory Comfort upholstery option is an exceptional selection for long procedures or for those who are especially concerned 
with the patient experience. Simply stated, this upgrade makes it the most comfortable patient chair available today. With an 
unprecedented three inches of Aerus memory foam layered atop a five inch base of high density foam, Forest’s Memory Comfort 
offers support where it’s needed most, particularly the lumbar area. Patients will enjoy pillow-like comfort comparable to the finest 
luxury memory foam mattress. Opt for the Soft-touch Massage and Knee Pillow-your patients won’t stop talking about his or her 
dental experience, a very powerful marketing tool indeed.

Forest 3900 Memory Comfort

Knee Pillow Back Massage Memory Foam Headrest



If you need more space when working around the patient, the 3900 Narrow Back—with or without slings—is a smart choice. The 
optional slings lend a feeling of extra support to patients of any size, especially children. They also provide a contact barrier between 
you and your patient to help them feel relaxed and at ease. The 3900 slings are enhanced with a unique stiffening web at the elbow 
to prevent  collapsing. The Narrow Back chair, with or without slings, could be the upholstery alternative that best suits your needs.

Forest 3900 Narrow Back With or Without Slings

Pedo Wedge Narrow Back Option Supportive Slings

Plush Back Option

Narrow Back Option



Phone Fax Digital

 800 . 423 . 3555
 503 . 640 . 3012  503 . 693 . 9715

 sales@forestdental.com
 forestdental.com

Forest Dental 

Every Detail Done Well
Affordable Excellence signifies Forest’s commitment to providing the same quality of material and 
workmanship as the big name brands for less. We use the highest quality bearings, hydraulics, surface 
treatments and electronics available, while placing an even greater focus on gaps, tolerances, fit and 
finish than our competition.

Easy Release

Pinch Release Headrest

Touch Pad Robust Engineering Durable Pressure Formed Plastic

Contrast Stitching Cast Aluminum Back and Base

Solid Stainless Drop Down Design

*  sales videos available online at forestdental.com

   01.15.18      98-906 REV. -  
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Shock Absorbers

No Pressure Points

Designed to Massage Lumbar

Adjustable Armrests

Forest Comfort Stools

Finally, a stool you can get excited about. Forest offers North America’s only doctor, assistant 
and office stools designed for forward-leaning practitioners. This exclusive feature allows 
for hours of pain-free work.

Every aspect of the stool has been designed to:

Remove stress on lumbar disks. Because the DuPont® mesh seat prevents 
slipping, it supports legs in a decline position, keeping your back in 
the proper 90 degree angle relative to the seat.

Allow for natural movement while supporting your spine and releasing 
tension. Because the backrest is rounded on the horizontal plane 
rather than the industry standard concave, it rolls up and down as 
you move forward and back, massaging the tissue and increasing 
circulation in the lumbar area.

Maintain proper alignment. The Active-Tilt™ seat plate mechanism 
allows you to move and lock into a decline, neutral and recline position, 
eliminating pressure points in any posture.

Eliminate noise. The all-surface 60mm polyurethane casters are virtu-
ally silent on any surface.

In addition, the Assistant’s Comfort Stool offers ratcheting torso support and a foot ring 
with height adjustment. The Office Comfort Stool features adjustable, removable armrests, 
making it a smart investment for everyone at your practice. Thanks to intelligent engineer-
ing you and your staff will enjoy the comfort and back health you deserve.

Forest Dental led the industry in growth through the Great Recession because doctors fun-
damentally appreciate the value of many small details done well. With metal air and water 
Ts, chrome delivery arm end caps, oil impregnated bearings, premium hydraulics, tight gaps 
and tolerances, the quality fit and finish of Forest equipment is truly unparalleled. Commit-
ted to providing big brand features for less, we use the highest quality materials to ensure 
your equipment will perform for years to come. 

Affordable Excellence

Designer Friendly®
Forest Dental is the only North American dental equipment manufacturer to offer equipment 
finished in a paint color other than white; we call this customization Designer Friendly®. 
Your dental equipment will enhance the interior design of your practice when you choose  
from one of 18 standard Ultraleather™ upholstery colors, nine powder coat colors, three 
carbon fiber look trims and a chrome option. Patients won’t stop talking about their experi-
ence in your beautiful treatment rooms because Designer Friendly® is patient-friendly.



6176 Doctor’s Comfort Stool

6187 Assistant’s Comfort Stool



6198 Office Comfort Stool
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Forest Standard IC 

Aluminum Lid Metal Air/Water T’s Appropriate Technology (Built-in Tool Kit)

Equipped with an ultra reliable pneumatic control block, the Standard IC is acclaimed for its simple design and straight-
forward technology. We use one Clippard anti-retraction valve per handpiece enabling each one to operate independently. 
If a water drip were to occur in one position due to a stuck valve, two back-ups are available, unlike handpieces from other 
manufacturers with only one valve for all three positions. Because no water enters the main control block, you won’t ex-
perience the damaging effects of water deposits and contamination. Affordable Excellence is achieved when every detail 
is done well.



The Euro control head pivots at the center of the chassis, allowing it to be positioned both next to and over the patient in 
the transthoracic position. Designed for maximum reach to the patient, the whips are mounted at the front of the control. 
The true beauty of Forest’s European style delivery is how smoothly the whips operate. They pull forward effortlessly and 
move side to side with just enough resistance to retract back. This control is top-rated in the eyes of the discerning Euro-
pean dentists who have tested it against the vast array of whip system controls available to them.

Forest Euro

Cast Iron Chair Mounts Feather-Touch Movement Center Pivot



Forest Value

Adjustable Holders Simple Effective Technology Designer Friendlytm

The Value Series has earned a reputation for remarkable reliability at an affordable price. The durable pinch valve block 
system makes it ideal for high-production clinics, teaching facilities and the hygiene room. After seven to ten years of use, 
typical maintenance involves no more than moving the existing tubing a quarter of an inch away from the old pinch-point. 
This series is another great example of Affordable Excellence, simple yet appropriate technology.



-

Control Head Mounting Options

Fixed Chair Mount With Sidebox

Pivot Chair Mount

Whether mounting your Forest control on the chair, wall, floor or a cart, you can be certain that with our simple and  
appropriate technology you will enjoy peace of mind for years to come.

Pivot Chair Mounts easily 
move left to right on large 
roller bearings to accom-
modate left and right-hand-
ed practitioners.  Unlike a 
Fixed Chair Mount delivery 
system, the mounting arm 
comes from underneath the 
patient rather than over the 
top, making it less obtrusive 
and more patient-friendly.   
Pivot Assistant’s Instrumen-
tation, Operatory Lights and 
Monitor Mounts are popu-
lar options to support your 
style of practice.

Fixed Chair Mounts With 
Sidebox allow for a Cuspi-
dor, Assistant’s Instrumen-
tation a Monitor and Light 
to mount on a sidebox, 
which is large enough to ac-
commodate a host of ancil-
lary support products, finish 
the aluminum side covers in 
one of our nine powder coat 
paint colors and choose a 
complementary carbon fiber 
trim to finish the top cap.  If 
you use a cuspidor, select our 
beautiful high-gloss ceramic 
black for a customized and 
beautiful patient-friendly 
delivery system.  



Powder Coat

Forest Grey Shadow White Arctic Silver

Midnight Copper Charcoal Bronze

Pewter

 Laser Leather Lemans Greywood

Carbon Fiber

Designer Friendly™ Surface Options

Fixed Chair Mount Without Sidebox

Fixed Chair Mounts Without Side-
box are the most cost effective solu-
tion of our three chair-mounted 
configurations.  With the ability to 
mount a cuspidor, Assistant’s In-
strumentation, a Light and Monitor, 
this mount not only eliminates the 
cost of the sidebox, but it also has 
a smaller footprint, perfect for the 
narrow treatment room.
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Forest Halogen Light (Models 9080, 9090)

Sales of the 9080 halogen light grew 120 percent during the last four years of the recession thanks to Forest’s exclusive concepts of Af-
fordable Excellence and Designer Friendly®. Choose from one of nine lustrous, two-coat powder coat paint colors, accented with chromed 
billet aluminum flex arm end caps that won’t crack, fade or fall off. A third axis of rotation allows you to place the light over your shoulder 
while keeping the long axis of the light pattern parallel with the mouth. The reflector is embedded into the glass preventing it from peeling 
or cracking over time. An adjustable flex arm on/off actuator, a long-life halogen bulb, a scratch-resistant Lexan light shield and more 
make this light an outstanding value.

Adjustable Light Pattern Scratch-Resistant Light Shield Third Axis of Rotation
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Forest LED Light (Model 9072, 9077)

The 9072 brings you all the benefits associated with the latest LED bulbs in an all-aluminum light head housing. Aluminum is superior 
to plastic as it can be powder coated in one of our nine colors to complement your interior design; the tough finish easily withstands the 
rigors of the treatment room and will not fade, discolor or crack. 

The optics of the 3X5 inch pattern are designed to keep light out of the patient’s eyes. The color of the light can be adjusted from 4200 to 
6000 Kelvin for tissue examination and shade/color matching respectively. A much appreciated feature of the LED bulb is that the same 
color is maintained regardless of the intensity level, enabling you to turn down the light to eliminate glare, without affecting color. Bright-
ness or LUX can be adjusted from 8000 to 35000. A third axis of rotation allows the light head to be positioned over the shoulder while 
keeping the pattern parallel with the long axis of the mouth so you don’t have to compete with the light for space above the patient’s head. 
The 9072 is the only light of its kind with autoclavable handles small enough to fit in a standard sterilizer, especially important for patients 
that require hospital grade infection-control.



Forest Light Mounting Options

Wall & Cabinet Mount

Track Mount

Ceiling Mount

 Chair Mount

Forest offers five different mounting options for our lights: wall, cabinet, ceiling, track and chair.  All mounts are heavy-duty in construc-
tion and designed with leveling adjustments to eliminate drift.  The bearings and bushings in key pivot points are of the highest quality, 
designed for a long, trouble-free life.
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The Forest Deluxe Cuspidor is constructed of earthenware ceramic clay and finished 
with a premium high-gloss glaze. Available in black and white, all of our cuspidors 
are the most stain and fade resistant on the market today. A cup fill lever moves to 
either side of the bowl giving you the ability to control its activation with the option 
to add a unit-mounted activator as well. The Deluxe Cuspidor swings in toward the 
patient or completely out of the way for convenience. It can be mounted on our 
pivot left-to-right system or positioned on our chair mounted sidebox to meet your 
exact needs. The sidebox is then finished with a complementary carbon fiber look 
cover and painted in one of our nine powder coat paint colors. The cuspidor is 
equipped with a triple chrome-plated cup fill and bowl rinse spout. You, your staff 
and  customers will enjoy the best looking and the only Designer Friendly® cuspidor 
on the market today.

Our Basic Cuspidor employs simple, easy-to-service and maintain mechanics with 
a timed bowl rinse and manual cup fill. The ceramic bowl is available in both white 
and black, which can be easily removed for cleaning. The cover comes in three 
carbon fiber look finishes or the industry standard Forest Grey and white. The Basic 
Cuspidor can be unit-mounted with or without a sidebox. Simply stated, it is an 
expensive-looking Designer Friendly® cuspidor, at an affordable price.

Forest Deluxe Cuspidor

Forest Basic Cuspidor

* sales videos available online at forestdental.com

Phone

Fax

Digital

Address

 800 . 423 . 3555
 503 . 640 . 3012

 503 . 693 . 9715

 sales@forestdental.com
 forestdental.com

 6200 ne cherry drive hillsboro oregon 97124

White Deluxe Cuspidor

Black Basic Cuspidor

White Basic Cuspidor

Forest Dental 



Powder Coat

Formica®

Surf  Folkstone

Oyster Grey White Blanc Goldrush Gemstone

Silver Mist

Moonstone

Platinum GraniteRocky Road Granite

Baja Melange

Starry Starry Night

Sanibel Granite

Cinder Granite

Meganite®

AntarcticaArctic Melange

Gibraltar®

Forest Grey Shadow White Arctic Silver

Midnight Copper Charcoal Bronze

Pewter

Corian®



Ultraleather®

Pearl PewterPearl Midnight

Raven Wing 

Charcoal 

RedLemon

Diplomat Blue Dove Grey

Stone Papyrus

Eucalyptus

Pearl Abalone

Parrot

Riviera

ApricotBaltic

DoeCave

Carbon Fiber

Laser Leather Lemans Greywood



CHOICE
UPDATE

Updating your practice over a period of time, as you 
do with your home, following a plan that works with 
your budget, is one of your most important long-
term financial considerations. You’ll minimize the 
financial impact while improving curb appeal and the 
enjoyment of patients and staff.

YOUR WAY



Hello,

Ten years ago, after 25 years selling dental equipment, I bought 38-year-old Forest Dental. 
I am proud to say that during that time we have been the North American growth leader 
in our industry and a top choice for treatment room updates.

The history of our success is the result of many factors, including a commitment to 
innovation, teamwork, and attentively listening to customer needs. But in great part it is 
also due to a single guiding principle: dare to be different. Along with producing state-of-
the-art dental equipment, we are the only manufacturer that offers paint colors other than 
white. Have fun re-creating the colors of your fa vorite sports team or school. Or match 
the paint and upholstery colors of your living room. How about black upholstery with red 
contrast stitching on a charcoal gray metallic patient chair? Unleash your imagination, 
and, yes, dare to be different.

Forest customers are quick to point out that their Forest Treatment Rooms are a key 
internal marketing component because they create a fun atmo sphere that speaks volumes 
about their aesthetics and attention to detail. Insist on being shown the beauty of Forest.

Thank you,
Hank Barton

Why Update?

Practice
Incremental upgrades provide immediate rewards as well as 
long-term returns.

Productivity

Resale Value

Efficiency

Patient Loyalty

Less Waste

Treatment Speed

New Services

Staff Retention 



Doctor
Modern treatment room layout, equipment 
placement and interior design work together 
to enhance your joy in dentistry.

Productivity
Plan a custom configuration that  
best suits your style of dentistry.

Satisfaction
Enjoy your work environment  
and reduce stress.

Ease
Adopt better ergonomics for more 
comfort and choice.

Your patients will appreciate your services 
more when they are performed in a beauti-
ful, up-to-date environment.

Value.   Comfort.   Trust.

Patients



Only Forest offers complete color integration of dental equipment with your interior design. Choose from nine powder coat 
paint colors, three carbon fiber trim choices as well as a chrome option. Create a personalized look that will make you, your 
staff and your patients smile.

Designer Friendly®

Forest Fundamentals

INNOVATION
 IMPERATIVE

Habits are hard to change, but the upside of change 
is innovation. Forest embodies the latest thinking in 
ergonomics, materials, instrument management and 
infection control. 

Color is important, especially in a dental treatment 
room. Just as a tooth needs to match the one next to 
it, your treatment room surfaces can blend seamlessly 
together: a big step toward total color integration.

FACTOR
WOW

FACTOR
FUN

More and more people are realizing FUN is the most 
important WHY in life.  Forest embraces fun. Whether 
it’s red stitching on black upholstery or choosing the 
colors of your favorite sports team, all you have to do 
is set your imagination free.

TO LAST
BUILT

New doesn’t have to mean plastic. While our 
competitors continue to move toward more and more 
plastic parts, Forest uses metal whenever possible so 
you get real value from your investment.



Affordable Excellence

Big brand features for less is the brand strategy that helped us become an industry growth leader. We pay extra attention to 
detail and quality, from tight tolerances between parts to durable finishes and metal components instead of plastic, so you get 
maximum value from what you pay for.

WORD
OF MOUTH

We feel good when being in a warm and friendly 
environment. We tell our friends about a restaurant 
with great food at a reasonable price in the perfect 
setting. The same is true with dentistry. We’ve seen 
that within a year of upgrading, practices experience 
up to a 40% increase in new patients.

FORM
FACTOR

Modern equipment design and layout removes clutter, 
frees up space and adds new levels of flexibility so 
everyone in your office can work at their optimum.

FURTHER
GO

New materials and instrument management systems 
greatly eliminate inventory levels and shorten patient 
turnaround times, so you can make the most of your 
resources and your time.

CHOICE
MORE

Forest offers North America’s greatest array of delivery 
options so your upgrade can include no more or less 
than exactly what your style of dentistry demands.



We spend 60% of our time at work. Shouldn’t we make sure that this environment is as fun and welcoming as possible? Forest’s 
Designer Friendlytm lets you create offices and treatment rooms that will delight your patients and staff—and reflect your 
personality and attitude. Choose from:
• 9 powder coat paint colors
• 3 carbon fiber–like trim options
• Chrome finishes
• 24 standard ultra-leather upholstery colors
• 95 optional ultra-leather upholstery colors
No longer are you restricted to white dental equipment. If you are a sports fan, each room could represent a favorite sports 
team. How about a nautical theme, or the same color palette you use in your living room? Can you picture your clinic and its 
treatment rooms featured in Architectural Digest? We can, thanks to total color integration.

PARK PLACE FENWAY

Pass Go and Collect $200

• 3900C Hydraulic Operatory Chair
• 3907-999-DC Dual Upholstery 
• 3907-999-DC Deviated/Contrast Stitching
• 6176 Doctor Comfort Stool
• 6187 Assistants Comfort Stool
• 9072-C LED Ceiling Light
• 7000BC Duo Swing Beneath Counter Mount DU
• Solid Work Surface : Black Tubings & Holders
• 1700-081-CS Unit Mounted Touch Pad

Treatment RoomTreatment Room

• 3900C Hydraulic Operatory Chair
• 3907-999-DC Dual Upholstery 
• 6176 Doctor Comfort Stool
• 6187 Assistants Comfort Stool
• 9072P LED Unit Light
• 4485PI Standard IC Delivery System 

Black Tubings & Holders
• 1112-644 Light Post
• 1700-081-CC Unit Mounted Touch Pad

Update Your Pracitice One Step (or One Room) at a Time.



CHOOSE FOREST
WHY

A Few Others to Consider

• Life-time  warranty for all the parts “under the hood”
• Life-time chassis warranty on our best-in-class 7000 series controls
• Five-year warranty for product in general
• Durable chairs, lights and delivery systems with greater resistance to UV and cleaners thanks to more metal, less plastic
• Aluminum LED light head
• Aluminum 7000 series controls
• Cast iron chair mount adapter
• Triple chrome-plated aluminum light and delivery system flex arm end caps
• Aluminum control head covers
• Aluminum utility center base (to protect against damage from cleaning) 
• Aluminum patient chair back and base and utility center base
• Brass air and water Ts
• Pressure- (not vacuum-) formed chair and utility center covers that will maintain their shape over time
• Two-coat powder coat paint with high-quality clear coat that produces show-car shine with maximum durability
• 3900 patient chair with independent chair speed adjustments for base and back, up and down, so you can tailor chair 

speed to your practice style
• Optional soft-touch back massage with integrated compressor (eliminating impact on your central compressor)
• Exclusive hand piece lockouts on 7000 series controls, opening the door to 4-handed dentistry
• Complete toolkit with everything you need to adjust controls for pressure, hp angles and more  

 

Our  Brand  Strategy Affordable Excellence.   Simply  put,  
with Forest you get big brand features (and more!), 
for less.
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 503 . 640 . 3012

 503 . 693 . 9715

 sales@forestdental.com
 forestdental.com

 6200 ne cherry drive hillsboro oregon 97124

Forest Dental 

• An investment in Forest equipment enhances the interior of any practice, offering customized paint colors, upholstery, 
and surface treatments—surpassing big brand innovation, for less.

• I love that Forest’s equipment blends seamlessly with my treatment room design. My staff and patients love our new 
look! Making my patients feel at ease is a priority. With Forest, it’s as if they’re walking into their favorite coffee shop. I 
could see a difference in my patients’ mood right away.

• The color choices drew me in. We turned choosing colors for our new upholstery into a team-building activity. I 
couldn’t be happier with the results.

• With dentistry, the devil’s in the details. Forest customized our look down the contrast stitching. It was a very cool 
detail that I never would have picked up on without Forest’s helpful guidance.

• Frankly, plastic just doesn’t hold up like metal to the disinfectants we use. More metal, less plastic. That’s what I saw, 
and it won me over.

• The handpiece lockouts on the Forest 7000 are a great time saver. My assistant can change a burr while I’m working. It 
suits us perfectly.

• The lifetime parts warranty put me at ease and made the decision to replace my master control block much easier.

• Practicing dentistry for the past 15 years has taken a toll on my body. The forest comfort stool has been a great relief for 
my back! Thank you, Forest, for considering the health of the the doctor.

• My new chair isn’t just the most comfortable one I’ve ever had; the UltraleatherTM upholstery makes it luxurious. 

• The money I saved on my 10 rooms of Forest helped me buy a new cone beam.

• Forest customer service is just as good, even better, than stores like Nordsrtom. Complete toolkit with everything you 
need to adjust controls for pressure, hp angles and more.  
 

What People Say About Forest
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